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Unisys is dedicated to payment processing. We have been a
leader in the payment business for over 40 years. Payment
processing contributes to a significant portion of Unisys
revenue, and we are determined to keep growing. Our
commitment to payment is proven because we continue to
deliver the most dependable payment processing technologies in
the industry.

Unisys is the only provider you can rely on for a full range
of document processing technology, from compact-sized branch
image capture devices to high-speed reader/sorters installed in
some of the largest payment processing centers throughout the
world. We have a breadth of experience and knowledge that can
only come from a company that designs, engineers, implements,
and supports payment systems.

Unisys–Business Partner Solutions 

Our open connectivity platform concept, along with our Unisys Common
Application Programming Interface (Common API), has been widely
accepted by the largest and most successful software solution providers in
the financial industry. These recognized leaders offer a wide variety of
solutions including
•Image POD
•ATM Balancing
•Reject-Reentry
•Remittance
•Exception Item Fine Sort
•Fraud Detection/Prevention

For more information on our solutions, visit us at 

www.unisys.com/products/payment__systems and select solutions from the right navigation bar

Unisys Payment Solutions–The Total Solution

Unisys develops and supports a complete suite of solutions that are
functionally rich, technically advanced, and complemented with a broad
range of services for  
•Check Processing and Branch Image Capture
•Remittance and Lockbox
•Payment Information Archive
•International Payments
•Item Processing
•Clearing and Settlement 

A Commitment to Payment
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Technical  

Standard Raised     Standard Raised
Module Length Depth Height Height Installed Weight Installed Weight

Workstation operator 99” 29” 33” 39” 341kg (750lbs) 392kg (860lbs)
Console
High-speed encode 26” 29” 33” 39” 127kg (280lbs) 144kg (310lbs)    
Image 21” 29” 35” 41” 114kg (252lbs) 125kg (277lbs)
Microfilmer 18” 29” 35” 41” 103kg (228lbs) 126kg (278lbs)
First stacker 33” 29” 32” 38” 118kg (260lbs) 141kg (310lbs)
Second stacker 27” 29” 32” 38” 82kg (180lbs) 105kg (230lbs)
Third stacker 27” 29” 32” 38” 82kg (180lbs) 105kg (230lbs)
Acoustic pocket cover 37” 43”

Specifications

Dimensions

Power Requirements

Output Pockets

Increments of 12: Up to a total of 36 pockets
Pocket capacity: 400 documents
Acoustic pocket covers (Optional)

NDP 300 Master Printer

Single ply fanfold paper: 40 char. per line @ 500 lines per minute
Dual ply fanfold paper: 40 char. per line @ 360 lines per minute

Hertz (Hz) Input Voltage Amps (maximum config.)

50-60 200-240 30 Amps
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Software Interface
Unisys Common API under Windows XP or Windows 2000
Compatible with other Unisys Common API transports

Acoustic Noise
Basic machine, 12 pockets, random sorting: 75 dBA

Safety/EMI Standards
(UL) 1950, CSA-C22.2, EN291-1, EN292-2, EN60950 (Europe), EN55022, EN55082-1,
ENC55022, IEC 4000-1, IEC4000-4-2, IEC4000-4-3, IEC4000-4-4, IEC4000-4-5

Certification
CE Mark

Consumables (www. unisysdirect.com)
Consult your Unisys Direct Catalog or call 1-800-448-1424 within the USA 
Contact your Unisys representative for international orders

Warranty
90 days parts and labor

Reliability
Designed and built by Unisys Corporation



Performance

Sustained at the following speeds for 6" checks:
NDP 300 - 300 documents per minute (dpm)
NDP 600 - 600 documents per minute (dpm)
All devices run at track speed unless otherwise noted.

Front and Rear Image Capture  (optional)

Upstream front camera
Downstream front
Downstream front and rear
Vertical image view areas:
4.52" on 200 dpi downstream camera
4.0" on all 240 dpi cameras and on the upstream camera

Magnetic MICR Reader (optional)

Single or dual height E13B MICR
Auto-Detect - reads intermixed E13B and CMC7 documents

Image Compression

TIFF 6.0 file format
200 or 240 dots per inch CCITT Group 4 - front, rear, or both,

selectable thresholding
100 or 120 dots per inch JPEG 256 gray level - front, rear, or both
200 or 240 dots per inch JPEG 256 gray level - front 

The downstream camera can optionally be configured with red
filters for European Giro applications or with an emboss camera for
Japan applications. The European Giro cameras can be configured to
capture both filtered images for ICR and unfiltered images for archive.

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) (optional)

Dual OCR lines  
(2) OCR codelines selected under application control
Fonts: OCR-A, OCR-B, OCR-7B, and E13B

Document Feeders 

Primary hopper capacity: 1,400 or 2,550 documents
Secondary hopper capacity: 125 documents (optional)
Storage tray in front of manual feeder capacity: 200 documents
Double Document Detector / Staple Detector

Cinemode Microfilm (optional)

Front and rear on 16-mm film, up to 500 dpm 

Barcode Reader (optional)

Interleaved “2 of 5” or “code 3 of 9”

Endorsers (optional)

(1) front and/or (1) rear MJE
Print cartridge system
Maximum of four lines of text with a graphical logo

- (1) front and/or (1) rear fixed information stamp

Encoders (optional)

Low-Speed: E13B or CMC7, OCR-A, OCR-B, up to 135 dpm
High-Speed: E13B or CMC7 

- Amount fields/transaction codes (16 characters) up to 585 dpm
- Full field: 16 - 65 characters, 383 - 100 dpm

Specifications
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Everything we do is built to deliver the 

most reliable check processing solutions 

in the industry

A Full Range of Document Processors

At Unisys our strength is our ability to deliver platforms. We offer the
broadest range of products, from compact-size branch devices to 
high-speed transports which process up to 2,000 documents per minute.
This scalable line of transports - designed, implemented, and supported by
Unisys - process from 30 documents per minute to over 33 documents per
second. Our systems offer the best competitive value at the lowest cost of
ownership available in the marketplace.

Maximizing the Return from your Resources

Unisys is a leader in providing innovative products and tools designed to
improve your overall productivity.
•Common API– A standard interface that enables solution providers to

develop truly scalable, transport independent solutions that run on all
Unisys transports.

•Unisys Character Recognition software (SoftCAR+ Platinum
Edition)–Utilizes multiple Courtesy Amount Recognition (CAR) and
Legal Amount Recognition (LAR) engines to achieve industry-leading
read rates with exceptional accuracy.

•StatsPlus– Tools to measure and maximize
platform and operator performance, and to 
plan preventive maintenance.

•Staple Detector– Device designed to stop the track 
and notify the operator when staples, either loose or 
on documents, are detected increasing the transports
operational efficiency.

•Operator Video Training and Help– 

Transport-based multimedia instructions that 
are designed to assist the operator in operating
and maintaining the transport.

•InfoAdvisor– On-line access to vast technical 
knowledge bases that include transport
documentation and assistance, FAQs, and 
real-time support.

IBM Coexistence 

The Unisys IBM Coexistence product, SortLogic
TM

enables all Unisys Network
Document Processors (NDP) to coexist in an IBM host-based environment,
providing "plug and play" emulation, supporting all the functionality of an
IBM 3890 XP. This solution protects your current software investment, and
can expand your processing capabilities by seamlessly adding image and image
archive solutions.

"The newly designed Unisys NDP 600,

has made a dramatic difference in

how quickly we can run all the

checks. Our throughput has increased

because now our entire inclearings

run fits in the new, larger hopper and

we can go from start to finish without

having to stop and reload it every

couple of minutes. This has definitely

increased our productivity." 

Jennifer Meyer
Senior Bookkeeper

First Minnetonka City Bank



Unisys Network Document Processors (NDP) 300 and 600

Based on our experience with more than 4,000 medium-speed units installed worldwide in a
multitude of banking and remittance environments, the NDP 300 and NDP 600 have been
reengineered to an even higher level of performance and wall-clock throughput.

The NDP 300 and NDP 600 have two designs available, the standard-height (for seated
operation) and raised-height (for standing operation). The NDP 300 is a standard-height
workstation. The NDP 600 can be ordered as a standard-height workstation or a raised-height
document processor. The NDP 300 and NDP 600 are based on a common design that allow you to
choose the transport characteristics that meet your processing needs.

Modular, reliable, and flexible, the NDP 300 and NDP 600 let you 
choose the exact combination of the following features to suit your 
payment processing requirements.
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Encoders

Depending upon your requirements, the NDP 300 and NDP 600 
offer both low-speed and/or high-speed encoder options.

Low-Speed Document Encode

The Low-Speed Encode module encodes MICR and OCR
characters at up to 135 dpm.

Amount-Only High-Speed Encode

The NDP 600 Amount-Only High-Speed Encode module
encodes MICR amounts and transaction codes at up to 585 dpm.

Full Field High-Speed Encode

The Full Field High-Speed Encode module encodes up to 65
MICR characters at speeds ranging from 100 dpm to 383 dpm.

Unisys high-speed encoders provide an extensive closed
loop error detection system to prevent mis-encoded characters.
Additional system fault tolerance can be achieved by configuring
both low-speed and high-speed encoders on the same transport.

12-Pocket Stacker Module

The document stackers collect processed
documents in modules that can be 
configured for 12, 24, or 36 pockets.
Pockets are arranged in a herringbone
pattern to reduce the transport footprint.

Microfilmer

The Microfilmer operates in 
cinemode, filming the back and
front of the document at up to 
500 dpm. Blip marks and characters
can also be placed on the film
alongside the document images.

Endorsement

Depending on your requirements, the
NDP 300 and NDP 600 provide two types
of endorsers: the programmable MJE and
the Fixed Information Stamp Endorser.
The MJE allows for endorsement of up to
four lines of programmable text with a
graphical logo, for the front and/or rear of
documents. The Fixed Information
Stamp Endorser is available in front or
rear endorsement styles.

Removable

Kneewell Panel

Raised height models
come with a kneewell
panel that can be
removed for operator
seating if the application
requires extensive 
operator interaction at
the console.

PC Cabinet

The PC cabinet houses
and protects the
Windows track control
PC. The front door
opens out 135 degrees
for convenient operator
access to the PC and
storage area.

Primary Feeder

A primary feeder increases productivity
by automatically feeding batches of
documents. The standard hopper contains
approximately 1,400 documents. An
optional large-capacity hopper with
vibrating floor, holding at least 2,550
documents is available for higher volume
operations requiring maximum wall-clock
throughput.

A manual feeder provides the ability to
enter individual documents manually.

Secondary Feeder

In addition to the primary feeder, the
secondary feeder inserts documents
into the processing flow under
program control. This increases the
throughput capability of the NDP 300
and NDP 600 when control
documents are required.

Reader

The NDP 300 and 600 offer a
variety of MICR and OCR
readers to process documents
with multiple fonts, bar code,
and dual height MICR or OCR
code lines. OCR code line height
selection is programmable,
eliminating stops for manual
read height adjustments between
different batches of work.
Magnetic and optical read
buffers for the same E13B
codeline can be combined
automatically for optimal read
results. This significantly reduces
the time required for post-
process balancing and
adjustments due to character
rejects and substitutions.

Operator Display

A large 17-inch adjustable flat panel display
swivels to afford easy viewing of the screen for an
operator attending to any area of the transport.
An optional touch panel provides additional
interaction flexibility. The operator may either
touch objects on the panel, or click on them with
the mouse; whichever is most convenient at that
moment.

Electronic Journal

Both the NDP 300 and NDP 600
Common API software include an
electronic journal capability featuring
a virtual master printer that can be
viewed on the operator display
and/or printed on a laser Printer.

NDP 300 Master Printer

The NDP300 also offers a real-
time audit trail utilizing a quiet,
optional thermal printer where
a physical paper tape is
required.

Field Upgradability

The entry level NDP 300 is field 
upgradable to 600 dpm. This enables
customers to start on a lower cost 
platform and upgrade as their volumes
increase.

Image Capability

Both the NDP 300 and NDP 600 provide the ability to capture and 
compress up to 5 images for each document at full track speed. These
images can include CCITT front and rear for Image Statement Print and
Data Entry, JPEG front and rear for Archive, and a high-resolution JPEG
front for character recognition or special post-processing applications
such as Signature Verification or Data Mining. Image quality suspects are
flagged in conformance to the ANSI standard X9.37. Images can be
stored in either the industry standard XML format or the Unisys
Common Image API file format. The XML format facilitates easier
implementations of web-based applications.

Downstream Image

Located before the first pocket module, the downstream image
capture subsystem captures a fully encoded and endorsed front and
optionally rear image of a document.

Upstream Image

Upstream image provides a low-cost alternative for capturing front
CCITT and JPEG images by using the image output from the
Software Height Selectable OCR Reader. This also provides image
exception handling to increase system throughput. The upstream
front camera can be combined with a downstream rear camera.
Both downstream and upstream image modules can be configured
on the same transport.



Unisys Network Document Processors (NDP) 300 and 600

Based on our experience with more than 4,000 medium-speed units installed worldwide in a
multitude of banking and remittance environments, the NDP 300 and NDP 600 have been
reengineered to an even higher level of performance and wall-clock throughput.

The NDP 300 and NDP 600 have two designs available, the standard-height (for seated
operation) and raised-height (for standing operation). The NDP 300 is a standard-height
workstation. The NDP 600 can be ordered as a standard-height workstation or a raised-height
document processor. The NDP 300 and NDP 600 are based on a common design that allow you to
choose the transport characteristics that meet your processing needs.

Modular, reliable, and flexible, the NDP 300 and NDP 600 let you 
choose the exact combination of the following features to suit your 
payment processing requirements.
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Encoders

Depending upon your requirements, the NDP 300 and NDP 600 
offer both low-speed and/or high-speed encoder options.

Low-Speed Document Encode

The Low-Speed Encode module encodes MICR and OCR
characters at up to 135 dpm.

Amount-Only High-Speed Encode

The NDP 600 Amount-Only High-Speed Encode module
encodes MICR amounts and transaction codes at up to 585 dpm.

Full Field High-Speed Encode

The Full Field High-Speed Encode module encodes up to 65
MICR characters at speeds ranging from 100 dpm to 383 dpm.

Unisys high-speed encoders provide an extensive closed
loop error detection system to prevent mis-encoded characters.
Additional system fault tolerance can be achieved by configuring
both low-speed and high-speed encoders on the same transport.

12-Pocket Stacker Module

The document stackers collect processed
documents in modules that can be 
configured for 12, 24, or 36 pockets.
Pockets are arranged in a herringbone
pattern to reduce the transport footprint.

Microfilmer

The Microfilmer operates in 
cinemode, filming the back and
front of the document at up to 
500 dpm. Blip marks and characters
can also be placed on the film
alongside the document images.

Endorsement

Depending on your requirements, the
NDP 300 and NDP 600 provide two types
of endorsers: the programmable MJE and
the Fixed Information Stamp Endorser.
The MJE allows for endorsement of up to
four lines of programmable text with a
graphical logo, for the front and/or rear of
documents. The Fixed Information
Stamp Endorser is available in front or
rear endorsement styles.

Removable

Kneewell Panel

Raised height models
come with a kneewell
panel that can be
removed for operator
seating if the application
requires extensive 
operator interaction at
the console.

PC Cabinet

The PC cabinet houses
and protects the
Windows track control
PC. The front door
opens out 135 degrees
for convenient operator
access to the PC and
storage area.

Primary Feeder

A primary feeder increases productivity
by automatically feeding batches of
documents. The standard hopper contains
approximately 1,400 documents. An
optional large-capacity hopper with
vibrating floor, holding at least 2,550
documents is available for higher volume
operations requiring maximum wall-clock
throughput.

A manual feeder provides the ability to
enter individual documents manually.

Secondary Feeder

In addition to the primary feeder, the
secondary feeder inserts documents
into the processing flow under
program control. This increases the
throughput capability of the NDP 300
and NDP 600 when control
documents are required.

Reader

The NDP 300 and 600 offer a
variety of MICR and OCR
readers to process documents
with multiple fonts, bar code,
and dual height MICR or OCR
code lines. OCR code line height
selection is programmable,
eliminating stops for manual
read height adjustments between
different batches of work.
Magnetic and optical read
buffers for the same E13B
codeline can be combined
automatically for optimal read
results. This significantly reduces
the time required for post-
process balancing and
adjustments due to character
rejects and substitutions.

Operator Display

A large 17-inch adjustable flat panel display
swivels to afford easy viewing of the screen for an
operator attending to any area of the transport.
An optional touch panel provides additional
interaction flexibility. The operator may either
touch objects on the panel, or click on them with
the mouse; whichever is most convenient at that
moment.

Electronic Journal

Both the NDP 300 and NDP 600
Common API software include an
electronic journal capability featuring
a virtual master printer that can be
viewed on the operator display
and/or printed on a laser printer.

NDP 300 Master Printer

The NDP300 also offers a real-
time audit trail utilizing a quiet,
optional thermal printer where
a physical paper tape is
required.

Field Upgradability

The entry level NDP 300 is field 
upgradable to 600 dpm. This enables
customers to start on a lower cost 
platform and upgrade as their volumes
increase.

Image Capability

Both the NDP 300 and NDP 600 provide the ability to capture and 
compress up to 5 images for each document at full track speed. These
images can include CCITT front and rear for Image Statement Print and
Data Entry, JPEG front and rear for Archive, and a high-resolution JPEG
front for character recognition or special post-processing applications
such as Signature Verification or Data Mining. Image quality suspects are
flagged in conformance to the ANSI standard X9.37. Images can be
stored in either the industry standard XML format or the Unisys
Common Image API file format. The XML format facilitates easier
implementations of web-based applications.

Downstream Image

Located before the first pocket module, the downstream image
capture subsystem captures a fully encoded and endorsed front and
optionally rear image of a document.

Upstream Image

Upstream image provides a low-cost alternative for capturing front
CCITT and JPEG images by using the image output from the
Software Height Selectable OCR Reader. This also provides image
exception handling to increase system throughput. The upstream
front camera can be combined with a downstream rear camera.
Both downstream and upstream image modules can be configured
on the same transport.



Performance

Sustained at the following speeds for 6" checks:
NDP 300 - 300 documents per minute (dpm)
NDP 600 - 600 documents per minute (dpm)
All devices run at track speed unless otherwise noted.

Front and Rear Image Capture  (optional)

Upstream front camera
Downstream front
Downstream front and rear
Vertical image view areas:
4.52" on 200 dpi downstream camera
4.0" on all 240 dpi cameras and on the upstream camera

Magnetic MICR Reader (optional)

Single or dual height E13B MICR
Auto-Detect - reads intermixed E13B and CMC7 documents

Image Compression

TIFF 6.0 file format
200 or 240 dots per inch CCITT Group 4 - front, rear, or both,

selectable thresholding
100 or 120 dots per inch JPEG 256 gray level - front, rear, or both
200 or 240 dots per inch JPEG 256 gray level - front 

The downstream camera can optionally be configured with red
filters for European Giro applications or with an emboss camera for
Japanese applications. The European Giro cameras can be configured to
capture both filtered images for ICR and unfiltered images for archive.

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) (optional)

Dual OCR lines  
(2) OCR codelines selected under application control
Fonts: OCR-A, OCR-B, OCR-7B, and E13B

Document Feeders 

Primary hopper capacity: 1,400 or 2,550 documents
Secondary hopper capacity: 125 documents (optional)
Storage tray in front of manual feeder capacity: 200 documents
Double Document Detector / Staple Detector
Document tray shelf adjacent to primary hopper

Cinemode Microfilm (optional)

Front and rear on 16-mm film, up to 500 dpm 

Barcode Reader (optional)

Interleaved “2 of 5” or “code 3 of 9”

Endorsers (optional)

(1) front and/or (1) rear MJE
Print cartridge system
Maximum of four lines of text with a graphical logo

- (1) front and/or (1) rear fixed information stamp

Encoders (optional)

Low-Speed: E13B or CMC7, OCR-A, OCR-B, up to 135 dpm
High-Speed: E13B or CMC7 

- Amount fields/transaction codes (16 characters) up to 585 dpm
- Full field: 16 - 65 characters, 383 - 100 dpm
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Everything we do is built to deliver the 

most reliable check processing solutions 

in the industry

A Full Range of Document Processors

At Unisys our strength is our ability to deliver platforms. We offer the
broadest range of products, from compact-size branch devices to 
high-speed transports which process up to 2,000 documents per minute.
This scalable line of transports - designed, implemented, and supported by
Unisys - process from 30 documents per minute to over 33 documents per
second. Our systems offer the best competitive value at the lowest cost of
ownership available in the marketplace.

Maximizing the Return from your Resources

Unisys is a leader in providing innovative products and tools designed to
improve your overall productivity.
•Common API– A standard interface that enables solution providers to

develop truly scalable, transport independent solutions that run on all
Unisys transports.

•Unisys Character Recognition software (SoftCAR+ Platinum
Edition)–Utilizes multiple Courtesy Amount Recognition (CAR) and
Legal Amount Recognition (LAR) engines to achieve industry-leading
read rates with exceptional accuracy.

•StatsPlus– Tools to measure and maximize
platform and operator performance, and to 
plan preventive maintenance.

•Staple Detector– Device designed to stop the track 
and notify the operator when staples, either loose or 
on documents, are detected increasing the transports
operational efficiency.

•Operator Video Training and Help– 

Transport-based multimedia instructions that 
are designed to assist the operator in operating
and maintaining the transport.

•InfoAdvisor– On-line access to vast technical 
knowledge bases that include transport
documentation and assistance, FAQs, and 
real-time support.

IBM Coexistence 

The Unisys IBM Coexistence product, SortLogic
TM

enables all Unisys Network
Document Processors (NDP) to coexist in an IBM host-based environment,
providing "plug and play" emulation, supporting all the functionality of an
IBM 3890 XP. This solution protects your current software investment, and
can expand your processing capabilities by seamlessly adding image and image
archive solutions.

"The newly designed Unisys NDP 600,

has made a dramatic difference in

how quickly we can run all the

checks. Our throughput has increased

because now our entire inclearings

run fits in the new, larger hopper and

we can go from start to finish without

having to stop and reload it every

couple of minutes. This has definitely

increased our productivity." 

Jennifer Meyer
Senior Bookkeeper

First Minnetonka City Bank



Unisys is dedicated to payment processing. We have been a
leader in the payment business for over 40 years. Payment
processing contributes to a significant portion of Unisys
revenue, and we are determined to keep growing. Our
commitment to payment is proven because we continue to
deliver the most dependable payment processing technologies in
the industry.

Unisys is the only provider you can rely on for a full range
of document processing technology, from compact-sized branch
image capture devices to high-speed reader/sorters installed in
some of the largest payment processing centers throughout the
world. We have a breadth of experience and knowledge that can
only come from a company that designs, engineers, implements,
and supports payment systems.

Unisys–Business Partner Solutions 

Our open connectivity platform concept, along with our Unisys Common
Application Programming Interface (Common API), has been widely
accepted by the largest and most successful software solution providers in
the financial industry. These recognized leaders offer a wide variety of
solutions including
•Image POD
•ATM Balancing
•Reject-Reentry
•Remittance
•Exception Item Fine Sort
•Fraud Detection/Prevention

For more information on our solutions, visit us at 

www.unisys.com/products/payment__systems and select solutions from the right navigation bar

Unisys Payment Solutions–The Total Solution

Unisys develops and supports a complete suite of solutions that are
functionally rich, technically advanced, and complemented with a broad
range of services for  
•Check Processing and Branch Image Capture
•Remittance and Lockbox
•Payment Information Archive
•International Payments
•Item Processing
•Clearing and Settlement 
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Technical  

Standard Raised     Standard Raised
Module Length Depth Height Height Installed Weight Installed Weight

Workstation operator 99” 29” 33” 39” 341kg (750lbs) 392kg (860lbs)
Console
High-speed encode 26” 29” 33” 39” 127kg (280lbs) 144kg (310lbs)    
Image 21” 29” 35” 41” 114kg (252lbs) 125kg (277lbs)
Microfilmer 18” 29” 35” 41” 103kg (228lbs) 126kg (278lbs)
First stacker 33” 29” 32” 38” 118kg (260lbs) 141kg (310lbs)
Second stacker 27” 29” 32” 38” 82kg (180lbs) 105kg (230lbs)
Third stacker 27” 29” 32” 38” 82kg (180lbs) 105kg (230lbs)
Acoustic pocket cover 37” 43”

Dimensions

Power Requirements

Output Pockets

Increments of 12: Up to a total of 36 pockets
Pocket capacity: 400 documents
Acoustic pocket covers (Optional)

NDP 300 Master Printer

Single ply fanfold paper: 40 char. per line @ 500 lines per minute
Dual ply fanfold paper: 40 char. per line @ 360 lines per minute

Hertz (Hz) Input Voltage Amps (maximum config.)

50-60 200-240 30 Amps
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Software Interface
Unisys Common API under Windows XP or Windows 2000
Compatible with other Unisys Common API transports

Acoustic Noise
Basic machine, 12 pockets, random sorting: 75 dBA

Safety/EMI Standards
(UL) 1950, CSA-C22.2, EN291-1, EN292-2, EN60950 (Europe), EN55022, EN55082-1,
ENC55022, IEC 4000-1, IEC4000-4-2, IEC4000-4-3, IEC4000-4-4, IEC4000-4-5

Certification
CE Mark

Consumables (www. unisysdirect.com)
Consult your Unisys Direct Catalog or call 1-800-448-1424 within the USA 
Contact your Unisys representative for international orders

Warranty
90 days parts and labor

Reliability
Designed and built by Unisys Corporation
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